On… A Planetary Court of Justice
by William W Morgan

There is much talk these days about trying politicians for their crimes. And some are being tried.
There is talk about the proper courts and venues for
such trials. Whether the criminals should be tried
in their own political entity or in some supposedly
“neutral” political entity.
There is often talk about “justice”. But usually
without defining it. If there is a definition it is quite
long, not absolute and not very clear and useful.
There is talk of the possible penalties for the criminal. Usually this is either imprisonment for “life”
or to be executed.
There is rarely thought of doing something that
will prevent recurrence of the crime. Feeling that
these things—the offenses—will inevitably happen. Perhaps because it is in the nature of the specie Homo sapiens. Which is not true.
It is not in the nature of “man”, the specie. But
in the defective societal system we have adopted
for ourselves. Which allows for—even requires—
retribution. Creating a closed-loop of violence and
retribution. But we can get rid of this system and
adopt one that works. That is easy.
As with all problems, it only requires the validation for rightness of the knowledge we are using.
And, when that fails, the creation of new and useful
knowledge to replace the failed hypotheses. And
the implementation of this new and useful knowledge.
We have no single, moral and rational system of
justice on this planet. One appropriate for all members of a thinking specie. In every political régime
more criminals get away than are caught. And even
the definition of what constitutes a crime is relative
to the régime. Worse, our adopted societal system
is itself a crime against humanity.
When a criminal is caught they are locked up at
enormous expense to the victims, executed, or go
free within a short time. In all cases, there is never
restitution for victims. The criminal, the victim or
society does not receive justice. There is a simple
solution to this that does not require a political police, court or prison system. Plus one that ensures
restitution for crimes. On… a Planetary Court of
Justice describes such a system.
The solution only require intellectual honesty.
Meaning that when cherished fallacies are shown
to be incorrect, that they are no longer accepted and
used. Read about it…
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